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What are people in N.H. asking Google
about the primary?

By Matt Rocheleau

GLOBE STAFF  FEBRUARY 09, 2016

Google is tracking what its users based in New Hampshire are searching for when it comes to the

presidential primary there on Tuesday.

The data include a list of the top five questions that have been asked via Google about each of the

candidates — some make a lot of sense, while others are intriguing and amusing. Here are some of

the highlights:

Hillary Clinton (D)

• If Hillary Clinton wins, what will Bill be called?

• Who can beat Hillary in the general election?

Bernie Sanders (D)

• How did Bernie Sanders make his money?

• When is Bernie Sanders’ birthday?

Jeb Bush (R)

• How old was Jeb Bush when his dad was President?
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• Is Jeb short for anything?

Ben Carson (R)

• Is Ben Carson qualified to be President?

• Where is Ben Carson today?

Chris Christie (R)

• What does Chris Christie want?

• Is Chris Christie being charged for Bridgegate?

Ted Cruz (R)

• Why does Ted Cruz wear two watches?

• Is Ted Cruz a Democrat?

Carly Fiorina (R)

• Why was Carly Fiorina not in the debate?

• Where does Carly Fiorina stand on the issues?

Jim Gilmore (R)

• Is Jim Gilmore still running?

• Who is Jim Gilmore?

John Kasich (R)

• Why vote for Kasich?

• Where will Kasich be in NH?

Marco Rubio (R)

• Where did Marco Rubio play college football?
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Get Today’s Headlines from the Globe in your inbox:

• What does Marco Rubio stand for?

Donald Trump (R)

• What did Trump call Cruz?

• What does Donald Trump do?

To see more of Google’s findings about the New Hampshire’s Democratic primary, click here. To see

more about the search engine’s findings about New Hampshire’s Republican primary, click here.

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at matthew.rocheleau@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @mrochele
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